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Previous studies have shown reduced enteric methane emissions (ME) and residual feed
intake (RFI) through the application of genomic selection in ruminants. The objective of this
study was to evaluate feeding behaviour traits as genetic indicators for ME and RFI in
AustralianMaternal Composite ewes using data from an automated feed intake facility. The
feeding behaviour traits evaluated were the amount of time spent eating per day (eating
time; ETD; min/day) and per visit (eating time per event; ETE; min/event), daily number of
events (DNE), event feed intake (EFI; g/event) and eating rate (ER; g/min). Genotypes and
phenotypes of 445 ewes at three different ages (post-weaning, hogget, and adult) were
used to estimate the heritability of ME, RFI, and the feeding behaviour traits using univariate
genomic best linear unbiased prediction models. Multivariate models were used to
estimate the correlations between these traits and within each trait at different ages.
The response to selection was evaluated for ME and RFI with direct selection models and
indirect models with ETE as an indicator trait, as this behaviour trait was a promising
indicator based on heritability and genetic correlations. Heritabilities were between 0.12
and 0.18 for ME and RFI, and between 0.29 and 0.47 for the eating behaviour traits. In our
data, selecting for more efficient animals (low RFI) would lead to higher methane emissions
per day and per kg of dry matter intake. Selecting for more ETE also improves feed
efficiency but results in more methane per day and per kg dry matter intake. Based on our
results, ETE could be evaluated as an indicator trait for ME and RFI under an index
approach that allows simultaneous selection for improvement in emissions and feed
efficiency. Selecting for ETE may have a tremendous impact on the industry, as it may be
easier and cheaper to obtain than feed intake and ME data. As the data were collected
using individual feeding units, the findings on this research should be validated under
grazing conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Two major challenges for the Australian sheep industry are to
reduce enteric methane emissions and to improve feed efficiency.

Feed efficiency in sheep is a trait of socio-economic
importance. The efficient use of feed by animals is vital in
providing animal protein to an expanding human population,
especially on land that cannot be used to produce human food.
Feed is the highest production cost in the sheep industry, and for
that reason, improving feed efficiency could increase profitability.
Residual feed intake (RFI) is an accepted measure of feed
efficiency that estimates the difference between the actual and
predicted daily dry matter intake (DMI) (Koch et al., 1963;
Fogarty et al., 2006). RFI is predicted using a linear regression
of actual feed intake on the variables that explain the energy used
for maintenance, growth, and production. Animals with negative
RFI values consume less feed to produce the same amount of meat
than animals with positive RFI values and are therefore
considered more efficient. There are limited studies on the
genetics of RFI in sheep, but it has been demonstrated that it
is heritable and selection for RFI would not compromise other
production traits (Tortereau et al., 2020).

The reduction of methane emissions from sheep production is
an important goal. Australia is committed to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions (NDC, 2020) and decreasing
methane emissions is critical for achieving this target, as
methane is one of the main contributors to global warming.
Agriculture is the most significant anthropogenic methane source
in the global methane budget, and ruminants contribute to it
through enteric fermentation and manure management (Saunois
et al., 2019). Sheep emit methane as a byproduct of rumen
fermentation during digestion. In addition to its
environmental impact, methane emissions represent a waste of
6–10% of gross energy intake that could be used for productivity
(Pinares-Patiño et al., 2013). Methane emission traits include
methane production (MeP), methane yield (MeY = MeP/DMI),
and residual methane production (RMP = actual MeP—predicted
MeP) (de Haas et al., 2017).

Feeding behaviour is the behaviour of animals related to access
and consumption of food. These traits could be of interest as
indicators for methane emission and residual feed intake. Feeding
behaviour traits include eating time (i.e., the amount of time spent
eating), number and size of eating events and eating rate. Feeding
behaviour traits, methane emissions, and RFI have been shown to
be under partial genetic control (Table 1). Phenotypic and genetic
correlations of feeding behaviour traits with RFI have been
reported in sheep (Cammack et al., 2005; Muir et al., 2018;
Marie-Etancelin et al., 2019) and methane emissions are
associated with digesta kinetics (Pinares-Patiño et al., 2003b),
which could reflect changes in feeding behaviour. Furthermore,
feeding behaviour records could potentially be collected on
commercial farms with the use of wearable sensors, a
promising technology for sheep (Fogarty et al., 2020) that is
already used in cattle (Beauchemin, 2018). These feeding
behaviour records would significantly increase the amount of
data for genetic analysis compared with the number of animals
that are required to be measured for feed intake and methane

production. Therefore, feeding behaviour traits are of potential
interest as indicators for feed efficiency and methane emissions.

Genomic selection has generated permanent and cumulative
genetic change over generations to reduce methane emissions in
sheep (Rowe et al., 2019) and has the potential to improvefeed
efficiency. Genomic selection could be beneficial to improve
methane emissions and feed intake because measurements of
these traits are difficult to obtain in commercial farms, as they are
time-consuming and expensive to measure, or require specialist
equipment. The genomic prediction accuracy for MeP and MeY
has been reported as moderate in sheep and cattle (Rowe et al.,
2014; Hayes et al., 2015); while for RFI in cattle accuracy varies
from low to moderate (Pryce et al., 2015; Li et al., 2020). The
accuracy of genomic breeding values for daily dry matter intake
was also reported in dairy and beef cattle as moderate (Bolormaa
et al., 2013; Silva et al., 2016). Eating time and daily number of
eating events have moderate heritabilities (Leymaster et al., 2002;
Cammack et al., 2005).

The accuracy of genomic breeding values partially depends on
measuring the goal and indicator traits under environmental and
management conditions that are as similar as possible to
commercial production systems. In the case of the Australian
Maternal Composite sheep, the commercial conditions include
grazing pastures that vary in quantity and quality throughout the
year. Under these conditions, the relationship between methane
emissions, feed efficiency and feeding behaviour is expected to be
more complex than under controlled environments. For instance,
sheep under grazing conditions may show variation in their
ability to walk to obtain enough food and water. However,
measuring methane emissions, feed intake and feeding
behaviour traits under grazing is cost-prohibitive and
technically not possible at the moment. As an alternative,
measuring these traits under controlled conditions is feasible
and can help to elucidate the heritability of the traits and their
correlations, in addition to developing genomic predictions.
However, it is advisable to validate the genomic predictions
under commercial conditions before implementing a genomic
selection program.

The objective of this study was to evaluate the feeding
behaviour traits associated to the amount of time spent eating
per day (eating time; ETD) and per visit (eating time per event;
ETE), daily number of events (DNE), event feed intake (EFI;
g/event) and eating rate (ER; g/min) as genetic indicators for
MeP, MeY, RMP, and RFI in Australian Maternal Composite
ewes at post-weaning (PW), hogget, and adult ages using data
from an automated feed intake facility.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and Genotypes
Data were available on 445 Australian Maternal Composite ewes,
a popular composite breed in Australia (Muir et al., 2020a). Of
these ewes, 251 were born in 2013 and 194 in 2014. Fifteen, 296,
and 34 ewes were daughters of Border Leicester, Coopworth, and
White Suffolk sires, respectively, while the sire of 120 ewes was
unknown. Dams were all Maternal Composite. From the 2013
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born ewes, 81 were measured at PW, 195 at hogget, and 218 at
adult stages. From the 2014 born ewes, 193 were measured at PW
and 189 at hogget ages. The ages of the animals at the beginning of
the test were 313 ± 14, 534 ± 19, and 858 ± 23 days old at PW,
hogget and adult ages, respectively. From the 2013 and 2014 born
ewes, 12 and 137 were pregnant at PW and had 108 ± 9 and 102 ±
8 days of pregnancy at the end of the test, respectively. No ewes
were pregnant at hogget or adult ages during the test. No animals
were lactating during the test.

The animals were genotyped with low-density [”12K” (12,785,
n = 165) and “15K” (15,000, n = 110)], and medium-density
[”50K” (54,241, n = 190)] single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
chips. SNP were excluded if the call rate per SNP [the proportion
of SNP genotypes that have a GC (Illumina GenCall) score above
0.6] was less than 0.9. Furthermore, if the average call rate per
individual was less than 0.9, those animals were removed from the
SNP data. After applying this quality control procedure, 9,325,
9,190, and 34,770 SNP remained for the 12K, 15K and 50K SNP
chips, respectively. Subsequently, the imputation of sporadic
missing genotypes within each SNP array was performed using
FImpute (Sargolzaei et al., 2014). The imputation from low-
density to 50K SNPs was carried out using a reference
population of 1,933 animals from multiple breeds with 38,378
SNPs (Bolormaa et al., 2019). A genomic relationship matrix
(GRM) was constructed with the imputed genotypes of the 445
Australian Maternal Composite ewes using the function Gmatrix
of the R package AGHmatrix (Amadeu et al., 2016) using the
method of Yang et al. (2010), and a principal component analysis
on the GRM was also completed.

Environment and Traits
Five feed intake experiments were conducted between 2014 and
2016 (Table 2). Feed intake was measured for individual sheep
housed in groups in the automated feed intake facility at
Agriculture Victoria, Hamilton, Victoria (Australia) (Muir
et al., 2020b). Animals were fed with a cereal straw-based
pelleted ration available ad libitum (24 h per day). The pellets
had 9-mm in diameter and their composition was 40% cereal
straw, 20% cereal grain (barley or wheat), 15% legume grains
(beans, lupins or lentils), 15% oat hulls, 7% almond hulls, 1%
lime, 1.5% bentonite, 0.5% gypsum. Samples of pellets were
analysed using near-infrared spectroscopy. The methodological
details on the pellets analysis are described by Muir et al. (2018).
Pellets had 65 (± 2.4 SD) % digestibility, 9.8 (± 1.6) % crude
protein (CP), 48 (± 3.18) % neutral detergent fibre (NDF), and 9.6
(± 0.58) MJ of metabolisable energy per kg of dry matter (DM).

Animals were spread across 10 pens each pen was equipped
with two automated feeders and there was continuous access to
water. After an adaptation period to the diet of 10–14 days, feed
intake was measured for a total of 53 (±3), 42 (±3) and, 32 (±0)
days for PW, hogget, and adult stages, respectively. The
experiments were planned for a minimum of 42 days, but
2013-born adults and 2014-born hoggets were meadured for
32 and 39 days, respectively, (Table 2) to fit around
management requirements (e.g., timing of mating on the
farm). However, there is evidence that the feed intake of sheep
can be estimated accurately in less than 35 days (Macleay et al.,
2016; Amarilho-Silveira et al., 2022), with intake stabilising by
about 21 days after adaptation (Johnson et al., 2017). Amarilho-

TABLE 1 | Heritability reported in literature of methane production (MeP), methane yield (MeY), residual methane production (RMP), dry matter intake (DMI), residual feed
intake (RFI), metabolic mid-weight (MMWT), average daily gain (ADG), eating time per day (ETD), eating time per eating event (ETE), daily number of events (DNE), event
feed intake (EFI), and eating rate (ER). * PAC: portable accumulation chamber, RC: respiration chambers.

Trait Heritability in literature References

MeP *PAC: 0.10 to 0.19 PAC: Goopy et al. (2016); Paganoni et al. (2017); Jonker et al. (2018b)
*RC: 0.23 to 0.31 RC: Robinson et al. (2010); Pinares-Patiño et al. (2013); Jonker et al. (2018b); Jonker et al.

(2019); Rowe et al. (2019)
MeY 0.13 to 0.15 Pinares-Patiño et al. (2013); Jonker et al. (2018b); Jonker et al. (2019); Rowe et al. (2019)
RMP 0.13 to 0.19 in cattle Herd et al. (2014); Hayes et al. (2015); de Haas et al. (2016); Manzanilla-Pech et al. (2016);

Manzanilla-Pech et al. (2021)
DMI 0.25 to 0.49 François et al. (2002); Leymaster et al. (2002); Snowder and Van Vleck, (2003); Cammack et al.

(2005); Fogarty et al. (2006); Fogarty et al. (2009); Paganoni et al. (2017); Rowe et al. (2019);
Tortereau et al. (2020)

RFI Discounting maintenance and growth: 0.11 to 0.38 Discounting maintenance and growth: Snowder and Van Vleck, (2003); Cammack et al. (2005);
Paganoni et al. (2017); Hess et al. (2019)

Discounting maintenance, growth, body backfat and muscle
depth: 0.30 to 0.45

Discounting maintenance, growth, body backfat and muscle depth: François et al. (2002);
Tortereau et al. (2020)

MMWT 0.20 to 0.50 Fogarty, (1995); Snowder and Van Vleck, (2003); Fogarty et al. (2009); Jonker et al. (2018b);
Hess et al. (2019); Rowe et al. (2019)

ADG 0.18 to 0.50 Shrestha et al. (1985); Shrestha et al. (1986); Mousa et al. (1999); Bibé et al. (2002); François
et al. (2002); Leymaster et al. (2002); Snowder and Van Vleck, (2003); Cammack et al. (2005);
Tortereau et al. (2020).

ETD In sheep: 0.24 to 0.36 In sheep: Leymaster et al. (2002); Cammack et al. (2005)
In dairy heifers: 0.50 In dairy heifers: Lin et al. (2013)

ETE 0.29 Leymaster et al. (2002); Cammack et al. (2005)
DNE In sheep: 0.33 to 0.35 In sheep: Leymaster et al. (2002); Cammack et al. (2005)

In dairy heifers: 0.45 In dairy heifers: Lin et al. (2013)
EFI 0.33 Leymaster et al. (2002); Cammack et al. (2005)
ER In dairy heifers: 0.46 In dairy heifers: Lin et al. (2013)
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Silveira et al. (2022) reported correlations greater than 0.96
between feed intake measured at 21 and 42 days and
correlations greater than 0.90 for the RFI estimated with these
records.

Feed intake was recorded automatically with a specific radio
frequency identification tag each time an individual animal access
the feed units (eating event). The automated feeders created and
stored individual animal feeding events in addition to refilling of
feed bins between feed events to 1,000 g—meaning that each
animal had access to 1,000 g of feed at each visit. There was no
limit on the number of feeder visits (eating events), or the time
spent eating per visit (eating time per event; ETE) and, hence, the
total feed consumption was not restricted. The automated feed
system, operation and accuracy is described in detail by Muir
et al. (2020b). Pens had dirt floors, shed roof line of ~7.4 m high in
the centre and ~4 m high at the outside edge, and a close shed in
the northern side to partially protect animals from wind. The east,
west and south sheds were open, and therefore animals would be
experiencing close to ambient temperatures, although clearly
without any sun or rain. Each pen was 4.8 m wide × 18 m
long (~ 86 m2), of which ~80 m2 was free space for the sheep.
No more than 24 ewes were included in each pen (3.33 m2 per
sheep at maximum density), and there was a balanced
distribution of sires and ewe live weights across pens.
Although there were different numbers of sheep per feeder in
each feeding period, the occupancy of the feeders in all periods
was low enough to allow sheep to consume feed ad libitum,
meaning that between animal interactions were unlikely to have
affected eating rate substantially. Each pen had approximately the
same number of animals in each experiment, but animals were
not necessarily assigned to the same pen in different experiments
at different ages.

The design of the feeders made impossible for sheep to push
each other out of the feeder because once an animal entered the
feed race, an electromagnetic lock on the gate behind them was
activated and kept lock while the animal was eating, and no
other sheep was able to access the feeder or got close enough to
the eating individual to push them out of the feeder. (Muir
et al., 2020b). Live weights were measured three times weekly
during the feed intake experiment and used to estimate the
average daily gain (ADG).

Residual Feed Intake was calculated using the followingmodel:

DMI � mean + b1MMWT + b2ADG + b3EXP + b4PEN: EXP

+ b5AGE + b6Pregnancy + b7Pregnancy Scan + RFI, (1)

Where b1- b7 are partial regression coefficients; DMI is measured
daily dry matter intake; MMWT is metabolic mid-test weight, an
estimation of the maintenance requirements of an animal,
obtained as the average weight of the animal during a feeding
test to the power of 0.75; EXP is the feed intake experiment (n =
5); PEN:EXP is the pen where animals were kept within each
experiment nested into EXP (45 levels), AGE is the age in days at
the start of the experiment, Pregnancy is days of pregnancy at the
end of the experiment, and Pregnancy Scan is the number of
lambs in pregnancy scan. RFI is the residual error of the equation
and represents the intake after accounting for energy sinks. In this
case, these sinks are the energy used for maintenance (MMWT)
and growth (ADG) adjusted for EXP, PEN, and AGE.

Feeding behaviour records were also obtained during feeding
experiments using the automated feeding system (Muir et al.,
2020b). Sheep initiate the feeding event by entering the feeder
and coming within range of a proximity sensor and a radio
frequency identification (RFID) reader, after which the flap
covering a trough mounted on scales opens. Once a sheep
finishes eating and leaves the feeder, exiting the range of the
proximity sensor and RFID reader, the flap and feed event closes
(Muir et al., 2020b). The time the animal was in the feeder from the
start to the end of the feeding event was considered eating time. This
period includes the time spent consuming feed and any periods
when the animal is still within the range of the proximity sensor and
radio frequency identification (RFID) reader whilst the flap covering
the trough is open. We then calculated the eating time (ET) per day
(ETD; min/d) and per eating event (ETE; min/event). The daily
number of events (DNE), event feed intake (EFI; g/event) and eating
rate (ER; g/min) were also calculated to investigate the effect that
selection on ET would have on other feeding behaviour traits.

Methane emissions were recorded twice during each feed
intake experiment with the portable accumulation chamber
(PAC) technique described by Goopy et al. (2011). Twenty-
four chambers, each with an internal volume of 819L, were
used to record methane emissions. The first methane
measurement was performed approximately 4 weeks from the
start of the experiment with a second measurement
approximately 10 days later. It is known that the time since
the last meal affects methane emissions (Muir et al., 2021),
and therefore, the sampling procedure was designed to
minimise the effect of time of day. A pen of ewes sampled in
the morning for the first measurement was not sampled at the
same time for the second measurement. Each sheep was placed in
a chamber within approximately 30 min after being removed

TABLE 2 | Feed experiments details on post-weaning, hogget, and adult Australian Maternal Composite sheep. YOB: Year of birth of animals; Animals: Number of animals in
the experiment; Animals by pen: Mean number of animals by pen; Duration: test duration (days).

Experiment YOB Start/End of
experiment

Animals Age stage Animals by
Pen

Duration (d)

1 2013 2014-07-03/2014-08-29 81 Post-weaning 8.1 57
2 2013 2015-02-04/2015-03-20 195 Hogget 19.5 44
3 2013 2015-12-21/2016-01-22 218 Adult 21.8 32
4 2014 2015-06-22/2015-08-12 193 Post-weaning 19.3 51
5 2014 2016-02-08/2016-03-18 189 Hogget 18.9 39
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from access to feed and the concentration of methane (ppm) was
measured at 15-min intervals for 45 min. Further details on how
methane was recorded are provided by Muir et al. (2020a). MeP
(L/d) was estimated with the methodology of Jonker et al.
(2020) as:

MeP(L
d
) � ((CH4(ppm) − background(ppm))

100, 000
)p(air volume in PAC (L)

time in PAC (min) )p60p24
(2)

Where background is the CH4 concentration at time 0; air
volume in PAC = PAC volume (L) - body volume of the
sheep (assumed 1 kg body weight = 1.0 1.01 L); and 60 and 24
are minutes and hours, respectively. MeY (MeP/DMI) and RMP
were also calculated for each animal. RMP was estimated with the
model:

MeP � mean + b1DMI + b2MMWT + b3ADG + b4EXP

+ b5PEN: EXP + b6AGE + b7Pregnancy

+ b8Pregnancy Scan + RMP, (3)
Where b1 - b8 are partial regression coefficients, and RMP is the
residual error of the equation. RMP represents MeP after
accounting for the energy used for maintenance (MMWT)
and growth (ADG) and adjusted by DMI, experiment, pen,
age, days of pregnancy at the end of the experiment, and
number of lambs in pregnancy scan. The fixed effects used to
obtain RMPwere the same as those for RFI but included DMI as it
is known that intake is correlated with MeP. For all traits, the
records four standard or over deviations from the mean were
removed.

Heritability, Correlations, Genomic
Prediction Accuracy and Bias
Heritability (h2), and phenotypic (rp) and genetic correlations (rg)
were obtained with the R package ASReml-R (Butler et al., 2009).

Assuming that the same trait was measured at each age stages
and that the effect of days of age was linear on each of these traits,
heritabilities were obtained for combined age groups with
univariate genomic best linear unbiased prediction (GBLUP)
models of the form

y � 1µ + Xβ + Zg + e, (4)
Where y is a vector of phenotypes; µ is the overall mean; β is a
vector of fixed effects; g is a vector of random additive genetic
effects; X and Z are the incidence matrices for β and g,
respectively, and e is a vector of random residuals distributed
as N(0, Iσ2e). The distribution of g is N(0,Gσ2g), where G is the
genomic relationship matrix (VanRaden, 2008) calculated from
SNP genotypes following Yang et al. (2010).Model 1 included in
β the fixed effects EXP, PEN nested into EXP,AGE, Pregnancy,
Pregnancy Scan, and the first two principal components of the
GRM (PC1 and PC2). PC1 and PC2 were included because it has
been reported that genomic prediction accuracies in multi-breed
sheep tends to be overestimated due to population structure, and
this effect can be reduced by including principal components of
theGRM as covariates (Daetwyler et al., 2012).Model 1 was used

for all traits except RFI and RMP.Model 2 only included the fixed
effects PC1 and PC2 and was applied to RFI and RMP because
their phenotypes were obtained with the rest of fixed effects of
model 1 as regressors.

Model 1 in the form of bivariate GBLUP was used for estimating
correlations between most of the traits, with some exceptions, where
model 2 (as a bivariate GBLUP) was implemented. For example,
model 2 was used to estimate the correlations of RMP and RFI with
those traits used in their estimation, because RMP and RFI are the
residuals of models that already include the same fixed effects of
model 1 (except PC1 and PC2) as regressors.Model 2was also used
for instances when there were convergence issues for model 1, for
example, between MeY and ER.

Phenotypic and genetic correlations were estimated between
different stages of age. Multivariate GBLUPs were conducted to
estimate genetic correlations between PW, hogget, and adult
stages to determine whether the traits could be considered the
same in all ages. Model 1 and model 2 were used for all traits
replacing the mean with its multivariate equivalent.

Genomic prediction accuracy and bias of the univariate
models were estimated with a five-fold cross-validation, for
this, animals were randomly assigned into five cohorts. One
cohort was used as a validation set, and their phenotypic data
were removed, while the remaining 4 cohorts were used to
calculate the estimated breeding values (GEBVs). Except for
RMP and RFI, the accuracy was estimated as the Pearson
correlation between the GEBVs and phenotypes corrected for
fixed effects usingmodel 1, and the bias as the regression slope of
these adjusted phenotypes on GEBVs. The accuracy and bias of
RMP and RFI were estimated as previously described, but the
phenotypes were not adjusted for the fixed effects of model 1
because these effects were already included in the models used to
obtain the phenotypes. This was repeated with every cohort as the
validation set and averaged across cohorts.

Potential Response to Selection
The response to selection on methane emissions and RFI with
direct selection and indirect selection with eating time per eating
event as indicator were estimated. Annual direct and indirect
responses to selection on methane emission traits and RFI were
predicted. The direct responses were calculated as:

ΔG � iprpσa
L

, (5)

Where i is the intensity of selection assumed as 1.5 which is
equivalent to selecting the top 7% of animals to be parents; r is the
accuracy of the GEBVs, assumed between 0.2 and 0.8 for all traits;
σa is the genetic standard deviation for the trait; and L is the
generation interval (assumed to be 3 years). The indirect
responses to selection on MeP, MeY, and RFI using ETE as
the indicator trait were calculated as:

ΔG � iprpσaprg
L

, (6)

Where values for i, L and r are the same as in the direct response
to selection, σa is the genetic standard deviation for the breeding
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goal trait, and rg is the genetic correlation between the indicator
and breeding goal traits estimated with model 1.

RESULTS

Approximately the same number of animals and records were
analysed for each trait (Table 3). The coefficient of determination
(R2) of observed MeP regressed on predicted MeP was 0.63, and
the R2 of the observed DMI regressed on the predicted DMI was
0.79 (Figure 1).

Heritability, Genomic Prediction Accuracy
and Bias
The heritabilities (h2 ± SE) of MeP, MeY and RMP were 0.18 ±
0.05, 0.13 ± 0.04 and 0.13 ± 0.04, respectively, (Table 5). The
heritabilities of DMI and RFI were 0.34 ± 0.05 and 0.14 ± 0.04.
MMWT and ADG had heritabilities of 0.46 ± 0.04 and 0.28 ±
0.05. The heritability of ETD and ETE were 0.29 ± 0.05 and 0.31 ±
0.05. DNE, EFI, and ER had heritabilities of 0.32 ± 0.05, 0.45 ±
0.04 and 0.47 ± 0.04. Genomic prediction accuracies were
significant based on the standard errors and tended to be
larger for traits with higher heritabilities (Table 4). For

methane emission traits, the highest accuracy was obtained for
MeY (0.30 ± 0.06), followed by RMP (0.13 ± 0.09), and MeP
(0.12 ± 0.08). Genomic prediction accuracies for DMI and RFI
were 0.16 ± 0.08 and 0.17 ± 0.07, and for MMWT and ADG they
were 0.20 ± 0.06 and 0.27 ± 0.07, respectively. ETD and ETE had
accuracies of 0.68 ± 0.03 and 0.40 ± 0.07, while the accuracies of
DNE, EFI, and ER were 0.27 ± 0.09, 0.34 ± 0.08 and 0.41 ± 0.08,
respectively. Except for MeP and MDI, the bias of all traits was
close to one. Except for the methane emission traits and RFI, the
standard error of the bias was relatively low (Table 4).

The fixed effects EXP, PEN:EXP were significant for all traits;
AGE was significant for all traits except for MeY, ETD, and ETE;
Pregnancy was significant for MeP, MeY andMMWT; Pregnancy
Scan was significant for MeP DMI, and MMWT (Table 5). The
first two principal components of the GRM matrix together
explained 12% of the variation, and after removing three
genetically distant animals from the dataset, the GRM showed
no clusters per sire breed (Figure 2). However, to reduce the
potential effect of population structure on the prediction
accuracy, we included the first two principal components (PC1
and PC2) of the GRM as covariates in the genomic prediction
models. PC1 had a significant effect on MeY (p = 3.7e-02), DMI
(5.6e-02) and RFI (p = 4.2e-04), and PC2 was significant for MeP
(p = 5.8e-02) and MMWT (p = 3.1e-02) (Table 5).

TABLE 3 |Descriptive statistics of traits in AustralianMaternal Composite ewes. Traits: Methane production (MeP), methane yield (MeY), residual methane production (RMP),
dry matter intake (DMI), residual feed intake (RFI), metabolic mid-weight (MMWT), average daily gain (ADG), eating time per day (ETD), eating time per eating event (ETE),
daily number of eating events (DNE), event feed intake (EFI), and eating rate (ER).

Trait Unit n records Total Post-weaning

n Mean SD Min Max CV n Mean SD Min Max CV

MeP L/d 897 462 49.97 17.08 7.65 99.82 34.17 271 34.13 12.49 7.65 75.20 36.61
MeY L/kg DMI 886 458 25.08 7.14 6.72 54.19 28.47 271 25.52 9.51 7.06 54.19 37.25
RMP L/d 868 442 −0.01 10.21 −39.66 35.96 NA 271 −0.07 9.28 −24.65 35.96 NA
DMI kg/d 895 461 2.01 0.60 0.53 3.91 29.71 275 1.35 0.24 0.53 2.16 17.65
RFI kg/d 871 443 0.00 0.27 −0.96 1.05 NA 273 0.00 0.18 −0.59 0.51 NA
MMWT kg 899 461 20.27 2.98 13.43 28.64 14.70 275 17.01 1.38 13.43 20.70 8.12
ADG kg/d 902 463 0.18 0.08 −0.02 0.47 42.83 275 0.20 0.07 0.03 0.43 35.98
ETD min 897 463 90.89 32.15 9.56 281.62 35.37 272 94.73 38.20 22.00 249.37 40.33
ETE min 899 463 10.58 4.78 1.17 43.18 45.17 272 9.27 4.82 1.17 33.31 52.02
DNE number 895 461 9.84 5.02 2.34 33.14 50.99 269 11.89 6.66 2.36 33.14 56.00
EFI g of DM 902 463 245.67 112.53 22.00 639.30 45.80 275 141.22 68.86 22.00 557.52 48.76
ER g/min 902 463 24.15 8.92 1.91 55.89 36.92 275 15.90 5.58 2.12 34.53 35.08

Trait Unit n records Hogget Adult

n Mean SD Min Max CV n Mean SD Min Max CV

MeP L/d 897 401 51.56 12.05 12.84 85.51 23.37 225 66.20 12.09 27.90 99.82 18.26
MeY L/kg DMI 886 398 24.75 6.16 6.72 42.73 24.88 217 25.12 5.08 9.18 40.72 20.21
RMP L/d 868 382 −0.01 10.47 −39.66 24.40 NA 215 0.05 10.87 −37.94 28.93 NA
DMI kg/d 895 401 2.10 0.34 0.67 3.34 16.30 219 2.67 0.42 1.66 3.91 15.72
RFI kg/d 871 382 0.00 0.25 −0.77 1.02 NA 216 0.00 0.38 −0.96 1.05 NA
MMWT kg 899 397 20.72 1.89 15.02 26.73 9.10 227 23.44 1.84 18.44 28.64 7.86
ADG kg/d 902 401 0.14 0.06 -0.02 0.36 40.60 226 0.24 0.07 0.06 0.47 30.41
ETD min 897 398 85.51 27.79 9.56 281.62 32.49 227 95.72 30.00 43.41 255.36 31.34
ETE min 899 400 11.75 4.94 3.03 36.43 42.06 227 10.09 3.87 3.66 43.18 38.34
DNE number 895 399 8.29 3.89 2.34 28.00 46.92 227 10.15 3.33 4.07 23.38 32.78
EFI g of DM 902 400 294.52 105.19 37.70 600.45 35.72 227 286.15 77.79 132.71 639.30 27.19
ER g/min 902 400 26.55 7.44 1.91 51.82 28.01 227 29.93 7.42 8.06 55.89 24.80
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Correlations Between Ages
The genetic correlations for DMI obtained with model 2
between PW and hogget, PW and adult, and hogget and
adult were 0.84 ± 0.16, 0.76 ± 0.31, and 0.7 ± 0.20,
respectively. Despite the large standard error of these genetic
correlations, the high correlations suggest that DMI is
genetically very similar at all ages. The phenotypic
correlations for DMI were 0.32 ± 0.06, 0.30 ± 0.10, and
0.52 ± 0.08 between PW and hogget, PW and adult, and
hogget and adult, respectively. The multivariate models
between age stages for the rest of the traits did not converge,
possibly due to the small number of animals in each stage.

Feeding Behaviour, Methane Emissions and
Residual Feed Intake
Longer ETE was genetically associated with higher MeP and MeY
andmore efficient animals (low RFI). The genetic correlation of ETE

with MeP was 0.44 ± 0.32 and with MeY was 0.63 ± 0.22 (Table 6).
The genetic and phenotypic correlations between ETE and RFI were
−0.50 ± 0.19 and −0.17 ± 0.04. Genetic and phenotypic correlations
between MeY and RFI were also negative (rg = −0.79 ± 0.15; rp =
−0.46 ± 0.03) (Table 6). Further analyses are required to see the effect
of selecting on ETE over RMP.

Potential Response to Selection
ETE could be used as indicator to reduce emissions by selecting
for short ETE, and to reduce RFI by selecting for long ETE.
Annual MeP is expected to decrease between ~−0.2 and −2.9 L
(−0.5 to −3.2%) with direct selection and between ~−0.13 and
−1.15 L (−0.5 to −1.0%) by indirectly selecting on shorter ETE
(Figure 3). The annual decrease of RMP is projected between
−0.2 and −2.5 L of CH4 (−0.5 to −2.8% of MeP) with direct
selection. Yearly decreases in MeY are projected between −0.2
and −1.4 L/kg of DMI (−0.4 to −3.0%) with direct selection, and
between −0.1 and −0.7 indirectly by selecting on shorter ETE
(−0.2 to −1.5%; Figure 3). RFI is projected to decrease between
−0.005 and −0.067 kg (−1.1–3.3%) with direct selection, and
between −0.004 and −0.024 kg (−0.9–1.1%) indirectly by
selecting on longer ETE (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

Maternal Composite sheep are a composite used for ewe
replacement in Australia, which has been mainly selected
for improving fertility and size traits (Swan et al., 2017;
Muir et al., 2020a). As they are a popular breed of sheep in
Australia, it is of interest to investigate the breed’s genetic
parameters and the potential for genomic selection of methane
emissions and feed efficiency. Our results showed positive
genetic correlations of ETE with methane emissions and a
negative correlation between ETE and feed efficiency (positive
with RFI), which suggests that ETE could potentially be

FIGURE 1 | Estimation of residual traits in post-weaning, hogget, and
adult Australian Maternal Composite sheep. Residual methane production
[RMP; (A)] is the residual of observedmethane production (MeP) regressed on
predicted MeP. Residual feed intake RFI; (B) is the residual of observed
daily dry matter intake (DMI) regressed on predicted DMI. Regressors: DMI,
average daily gain (ADG), metabolic mid-weight (MMWT), experiment (EXP),
pen nested into EXP (PEN: EXP), and age at the start of the test (AGE).

TABLE 4 | Estimated heritabilities, genomic prediction accuracies and bias for
methane emissions, production, maintenance and feeding behaviour traits in
post-weaning, hogget, and adult Australian Maternal Composite sheep. *
Methane production (MeP), methane yield (MeY), residual methane production
(RMP), dry matter intake (DMI), residual feed intake (RFI), metabolic mid-
weight (MMWT), average daily gain (ADG), eating time per day (ETD), eating
time per eating event (ETE), daily number of events (DNE), event feed intake
(EFI), and eating rate (ER).

Trait * Unit Heritability Accuracy Bias

MeP L/d 0.18 ± 0.05 0.12 ± 0.08 0.76 ± 0.49
MeY L/kg DMI 0.13 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.06 1.10 ± 0.58
RMP L/d 0.13 ± 0.04 0.13 ± 0.09 0.82 ± 0.87
DMI kg/d 0.34 ± 0.05 0.16 ± 0.08 0.79 ± 0.37
RFI kg/d 0.14 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.07 1.02 ± 0.51
MMWT kg 0.46 ± 0.04 0.20 ± 0.06 0.83 ± 0.28
ADG kg/d 0.28 ± 0.05 0.27 ± 0.07 0.92 ± 0.22
ETD min 0.29 ± 0.05 0.68 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.17
ETE min 0.31 ± 0.05 0.40 ± 0.07 0.89 ± 0.24
DNE number 0.32 ± 0.05 0.27 ± 0.09 0.83 ± 0.30
EFI g of DM 0.45 ± 0.04 0.34 ± 0.08 0.96 ± 0.27
ER g/min 0.47 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.08 0.95 ± 0.21
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evaluated as an indicator trait for emissions and feed efficiency
in breeding programs.

The number of eating events per hour throughout the day-
cycle was relatively constant in some of the animals we used
when they were kept in the same facilities and under the
same conditions as our study (Behrendt et al., 2021).
Additionally, the sampling procedure we used was
designed to minimise the effect of time of day on methane
emissions. However, it is advisable for future studies to
estimate the effect of feeding behaviour changes
throughout the day on the heritability of and the
correlations between methane emissions, feed efficiency,
and the feeding behaviour traits.

There is potential to obtain ETE in large populations
(including commercial farms) with the use of wearable sensor
devices for measuring aspects of feeding behaviour for sheep
(Fogarty et al., 2020), although it should be noted that these sorts

of devices are still under development. If the ETE recorded by the
automated feeding system we used is confirmed as the same trait
as ETE recorded at pasture and if the correlations between ETE
and methane emissions and RFI reported in our study are
confirmed in grazing conditions, then ETE traits could be
evaluated as indicative traits for reducing emissions and
improving feed efficiency in grazing systems through wearable
sensor devices.

Heritability, Genomic Prediction Accuracy
and Bias
The heritabilities reported in this manuscript agree with the
literature (Table 1). The heritability of MeP and MeY obtained
in this study were closer to those obtained with the same
chambers we used (portable accumulation chamber) than with
respiration chambers, probably because respiration chambers

TABLE 5 | Significance of fixed effects in univariate genomic best linear unbiased prediction models that combine phenotypes of Australian Maternal Composite ewes at
post-weaning, hogget, and adult ages. Significance obtained with the Wald test [Pr (Chisq)]. Traits: Methane production (MeP), methane yield (MeY), residual methane
production (RMP), dry matter intake (DMI), residual feed intake (RFI), metabolic mid-weight (MMWT), average daily gain (ADG), eating time per day (ETD), eating time per
eating event (ETE), daily number of events (DNE), event feed intake (EFI), and eating rate (ER). Fixed effects: Experiment (EXP), pen nested into experiment (PEN:EXP), days of
age (AGE), days of pregnancy at the end of the experiment (Pregnancy), number of lambs in pregnancy scan (Pregnancy Scan), first (PC1) and second (PC2) principal
components of the genomic relationship matrix.

EXP PEN:EXP AGE Pregnancy Pregnancy Scan PC1 PC2

MeP <0.001 <0.01 <0.001 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
MeY <0.001 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05
RMP
DMI <0.001 <0.05 <0.001 <0.01 <0.01
RFI <0.001
MMWT <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.05 <0.05
ADG <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
ETD <0.001 <0.01
ETE <0.001 <0.001
DNE <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
EFI <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
ER <0.001 <0.01 <0.001

FIGURE 2 | Principal component decompositions of genomic relationship matrix constructed from 38,378 SNP genotypes from post-weaning, hogget, and adult
Australian Maternal Composite sheep with two principal components shown (PC1, PC2) and points labelled by sire breed.
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allow to obtain more accurate methane emissions
measurement. This is the first paper that reports the
heritability of RMP in sheep, but similar heritabilities have
been reported in beef and dairy cattle. Our estimated
heritability for RFI agrees with numerous other reports that
included the same (or very similar) energy sinks, namely
maintenance and growth—and is lower than literature
estimates that are also corrected for body backfat and
muscle depth (Table 1). Therefore, by including these body
composition traits as RFI regressor in our study, a higher RFI
heritability could be expected. Additionally, including body
backfat and muscle depth as RFI regressors could improve the
RFI breeding values prediction accuracy and obtain more
accurate correlations (lower standard errors) between RFI
and other traits and between RFI measured at different age
stages. Therefore, it is advisable to include body compositions
traits, as body backfat and muscle depth, as regressors of RFI in
further analyses. The reported heritability estimates for DMI,
ADG, and MMWT were in the range reported in other studies.
The heritability of ETD was closer to other studies in sheep and
lower than in dairy heifers, and ETE had a heritability close to
those previously reported (Table 1). The heritabilities of DNE,
EFI, and ER also agree with other research in sheep and dairy
heifers.

The accuracies of the breeding values for methane
emissions and RFI are not high enough, for genomic
prediction. These lower accuracies could be do to the
relatively small reference population and to the fact that
we used a multibreed population. It has been estimated
that to achieve a predicted accuracy of around 0.7 in two
genetically distant populations of dairy cattle for traits with
heritabilities similar to those we reported for methane
emission traits and RFI (between 0.13 and 0.18), it is
necessary to include close to 10,000 animals of each of
these two population (20,000 in total) (Wientjes et al.,
2016). This scenario gives an idea of the number of
animals required to achieve higher accuracies in
multibreed populations, as the Australian Maternal
Composite sheep, for methane emission traits and RFI.
Additionally, it is advisable that the animals selected for
the reference population represent the variability of the
population to avoid predictions biases. Accuracies of
feeding behaviour traits tended to be higher than those in
the rest of the traits, which is expected given their higher
heritabilities. Biases of RFI, ADG, ETD, ETE, EFI, and ER
were close to 1.0 with no large standard errors, suggesting
they were well estimated. Prediction biases of methane
emission traits had large standard errors, and no
conclusions could be drawn about the bias. Biases of DMI,
MMWT, and DNE were smaller than 1.0 with a relatively
large standard error, suggesting they could potentially be
overestimated.

Correlations Between Ages
The genetic correlations for DMI between different ages were
similar to those Paganoni et al. (2017) reported, between 0.64
and 0.78. It is advisable to increase the population size inT
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further studies to estimate the genetic correlations between
RFI, methane emissions, feeding behaviour, and related traits
at different ages with minor standard errors and determine
whether the traits are the same in all ages. However, previous
studies have reported positive correlations between DMI, RFI,
MeP, and body weight measured at different ages. Using some
of the same animals in the present study, Muir et al. (2020a)
reported phenotypic correlations between ages for DMI
between 0.40 and 0.44, RFI between 0.17 and 0.20, and MeP
between 0.20 and 0.24. The phenotypic correlations for DMI
estimated by Muir et al. (2020a) are similar to ours, but not the
same, possibly because we did not use exactly the same
animals. Paganoni et al. (2017) reported stronger
phenotypic correlations between the closest ages (PW-
hogget and hogget-adult) than between PW and adults for
feed intake, RFI and MeP. In the same study, the genetic
correlations between ages for RFI had large standard errors,
suggesting the necessity of obtaining data from larger datasets,
which agrees with our results (Paganoni et al., 2017). In a study
of up to 4,000 animals, MeP was reported as genetically the
same trait in lambs and adults (rg = 0.99) (Jonker et al., 2018b).
Dominik and Oddy (2015) obtained repeatabilities for MeP
measured in yearling and adult ewes between 0.17 and 0.27,
which are similar to the phenotypic correlation (rp = 0.21)

reported by Jonker et al. (2018b). The correlations between
MeP and body weight were consistent when they were analysed
within and between ages (Jonker et al., 2018b).

Potential Direct Response to Selection
The responses to selection using the GEBVs obtained with the data
we used in this research are encouraging and agree with the reported
literature. Rowe et al. (2019) reported a reduction of −12% for MeY
in a decade (~−1.2% per year) in a maternal sheep population,
showing that breeding for lowered methane emissions is a
permanent and cumulative strategy for reducing methane
emissions in sheep. Similar percentages could be achieved in
Australian Maternal Composite ewes by directly selecting for
MeP (~−2.0%), MeY (~−2.0%), and RMP (~−1.7% of MeP)
assuming the realistic prediction accuracy of 0.3 (Figure 3).
Using the same accuracy (0.3), smaller improvement were
projected in beef cattle, −0.4% for MeP and −0.5% for MeY
(Hayes et al., 2015). Selection for RMP would have a lower
impact on MeP than the direct selection on MeP, but it would
avoid potential deleterious effects on maintenance, growth, and feed
intake. The direct response to selection of RFI in beef cattle was
-0.5 kg ofDMI in 6 years (−0.09 per year) (Arthur et al., 2001), which
agrees with the −0.011 and −0.045 kg we calculated, taking into
account the size difference between cattle and sheep.

FIGURE 3 | Annual response to selection on methane production [MeP; (A)], residual methane production [RMP; (A)], methane yield [MeY = MeP/DMI; (B)], and
residual feed intake [RFI; (C)] using direct selection, or indirect selection with eating time per eating event (ETE) as indicator trait in post-weaning, hogget, and adult
Australian Maternal Composite ewes. Solid lines indicated the estimated responses to selection, and the highlighted areas are the standard errors.
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Eating Time as an Indicator Trait For
Methane Emission and Feed Efficiency in
Breeding Programs
In our study, the genetic correlations of RFI with MeY and RMP
were negative. The negative correlation between RFI and MeY
indicates that more efficient animals (low RFI) tend to emit more
methane per kg of DMI. The negative correlation between RFI
and RMP suggests that more efficient animals tend to emit more
methane after adjusting for methane emissions expected to occur
due to DMI,MMWT and ADG. This is the first paper that reports
the genetic correlations between methane emissions and RFI in
sheep fed pellets with high NDF content. Nutrition studies
indicate that selecting low methane emitting sheep and cattle
may result in reduced efficiency of cell wall digestion (that is
NDF) (Løvendahl et al., 2018), which could lead to a decrease in
feed efficiency for animals consuming high-fibre diets. This
reduction of NDF digestion by selecting lower emitters could
be present in our study but not as high as in grazing animals
because pelleted diet and ad libitum intakes may favour shorter
retention times of feed particles in the rumen, diminishing
rumination, which is the primary digestion process involved in
particle size reduction and digestion of cell walls.

The underlying biology for variation in methane emissions
and feed intake in ruminants is still unknown because there are
many interacting biological variables (Løvendahl et al., 2018). It is
known that digesta kinetics influence methane emission in sheep
(Pinares-Patiño et al., 2003a; Pinares-Patiño et al., 2003b;
Pinares-Patiño et al., 2011a; Pinares-Patiño et al., 2011b;
Goopy et al., 2014; Goopy et al., 2016), and ET could be
playing an unknown role in these dynamics. Our results
showed that longer ETE was genetically associated with higher
MeP and MeY, and lower RFI (more efficient animals). Similarly,
a negative correlation between RFI and ETE (−0.22) was
previously reported in sheep, suggesting that more efficient
animals tended to spend more time eating per eating event
(Marie-Etancelin et al., 2019). Based on our results, we
hypothesise that with the pelleted high NDF diet fed in our
experiment, sheep that spend more time eating are more feed
efficient because of a larger reduction of particle size (even when
eating chewing does not reduce the particle size as much as
rumination) and an increment in salivation, which would
increase digestibility (decreasing RFI), but increase methane
emissions due to the higher exposure of feed particles to
methanogens. This situation would lead to an inverse
relationship between RFI and methane emissions, i.e., more
efficient animals produce more methane.

Longer eating time could imply more chewing and salivation
whilst consuming feed, which increases feed digestibility. The
bicarbonate and phosphate present in saliva maintain an
optimum ruminal pH for microbial digestion through
processes such as the bicarbonate-dependent absorption of
volatile fatty acids (Beauchemin, 2018). Salivation is constant
during chewing (Beauchemin, 2018), and longer eating time is
expected to increase salivation. Additionally, it has been shown
that salivation is higher in cattle fed with forages than concentrate
(Beauchemin et al., 2008; Beauchemin, 2018). In turn, chewing

increases digestibility by stimulating saliva secretion (which
increases feed digestibility as previously mentioned) and
breaking down the food to allow fungi access, bacteria
adhesion, and biofilms formation that progressively degrade
carbohydrates (Leng, 2014). It is advisable to validate, under
similar dietary and environmental conditions to those we used,
whether the relationships we have described between eating time,
digestive processes, and methane emission differ between the
higher and lower emitting sheep in our study and include
rumination time and other relevant rumen functions in the
analysis.

The negative correlation observed between RFI and MeY may
be due to the high correlation of RFI with DMI which is in the
denominator of MeY, and this implies an inverse relationship
between MeY and RFI. Supporting this idea, the genetic
correlation between DMI and MeY was also negative in our
study. Another possible explanation for the negative correlation
between RFI and MeY that is mentioned in Flay et al. (2019) is
that low RFI animals produce similar MeP to high RFI animals
but ate less (lower DMI), making low RFI individuals produce
moreMeY (MeP/DMI). Another potential reason for the negative
genetic correlations between RFI with MeY that also could
explain the negative correlation between RFI and RMP is that
under the relatively high-NDF diet used in our experiment,
animals that spent more time eating are more feed efficient
because of a higher chewing and salivation, which would
increase digestibility as previously discussed, and methane
emissions would increase a consequence of a higher exposure
of feed particles to methanogens in the rumen. Comparing the
digestion kinetics of higher and lower emitters would allow to
confirm or discard this hypothesis.

There could be a genotype × diet interaction in relationships
between eating time, methane emissions and feed efficiency.
Low-RFI beef cows produced less MeP under high-quality
pasture, but not under a low-quality pasture (Jones et al.,
2011). It was reported in beef steers that MeP and MeY
increases when forage is supplied and supplementation is
reduced (Wallace et al., 2014). In contrast, low MeY selection
line sheep emitted lower MeY regardless of the NDF content of
two pastures (Jonker et al., 2018a). In concordance with our
results, lower RFI heifers fed with alfalfa cubes had higher MeY
(Flay et al., 2019). In contrast to our result, but feeding pellets
with lower NDF-content (34.6%), Paganoni et al. (2017) reported
that more efficient hoggets emit less methane (rgRFI-MeP = 0.76;
rgRFI-MeY = 0.46). Feed particle size could influence the
correlations between emissions, RFI, and ET. Longer ET may
have reduced the particle size of the pellets, leading to feed
efficiency improvement, and increasing exposure to digestion
and therefore producing more methane. The presentation of
pellets in a trough to sheep for consumption is different to that of
intact forages where the ability of sheep to consume feed and the
amount of time spent grazing is strongly influenced by the
quality, height and density of the forage and the bite size and
bite rate that can be achieved (Allden and Mcdwhittaker, 1970).
Therefore, further studies investigating eating time in relation to
methane emissions and RFI of sheep under grazing systems is
advisable.
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If ETE is confirmed as an indicator trait for RFI and
methane emissions in research facilities, then the next step
would be an evaluation in larger populations (including
commercial farms) with the use of devices that monitor
feeding. Those devices are a promising technology for the
sheep industry (Fogarty et al., 2020) that is already
commercially available in cattle at a relatively low cost
(Beauchemin, 2018). Using devices that can measure aspects
of feeding behaviour in large populations that are also
genotyped, would enable higher genomic prediction
accuracy for ETE compared with RFI and methane emission
traits that are time-consuming and expensive to measure, or
require specialist equipment. Additionally, it is advisable for
further studies to investigate the effect of eating time on the
number and size of eating events, as changes in these traits
could have implications for feeding management.

The correlations between ETD and RFI should be evaluated in
a larger reference population. A larger population is also needed
to accurately estimate the genetic correlations of RMP with ETD
and ETE. These unknown genetic correlations would help to
elucidate the effect that selecting for eating time would have on
emissions and feed efficiency. Studies at pasture are required to
confirm our results and their application in extensive grazing
systems such as those practice in Australia. If the correlations
found here are confirmed, ETE could be used as an indicator trait
for methane emissions and RFI, but an index approach would be
required to simultaneously select for benefits in emissions, RFI,
and related traits. Combinations of indicator traits appear to
provide the most accurate estimates of methane emissions
(Negussie et al., 2017), and based on our results, ETE may
also improve accuracy.

CONCLUSION

This study presented results on the genetic basis of methane
emissions, feed intake, eating time, and related traits in sheep. As
expected, prediction accuracies tend to increase proportionally to
the heritability of the trait. Expansion of training sets and
recording the traits under grazing conditions is required to
achieve accurate predictions before these traits can be included
in breeding programs for sheep kept on pasture.

In our data, selecting for more efficient animals (low RFI)
would lead to higher methane emissions per day and per kg of dry
matter intake. In the same way, selecting for lower emitters per

day or kg of dry matter intake would lead to less efficient
animals (high RFI). Selecting for longer eating time per eating
event would improve feed efficiency but would also increase
the methane emissions per day and per kg of dry matter
intake. Therefore, an index approach would be needed to
select simultaneously for benefits in both methane emissions
and feed efficiency, either by direct selection or by indirect
selection using eating time per eating event as indicator trait.
Further analyses in larger reference population and in grazing
systems are advised to confirm the association between eating
time, methane emissions, and RFI. If these associations are
confirmed, selecting for eating time traits could have a
tremendous impact on the sheep industry.
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